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ShuttlePRO v2

Extend Your Reach. Speed Up Workflow. Fast & Intuitive!

Video editing with ShuttlePRO v2
Back in the days of physical tape editing (VTR & VCR), editing machines
had jog & shuttle controls to allow you to scan frame by frame and fast
forward and rewind to the point where you wished to view or edit your
movies. ShuttlePRO v2 allows you to do this with your digital video files,
on a Mac or PC, using intuitive physical controls for greater speed &
precision! Including an additional 15 programmable buttons to allow
you to access commonly needed tools in all popular video-editing
applications, ShuttlePRO v2 might just change the way that you approach
your video editing.

It's not just about Video!

Jim Canter of creativecow.net
concluded in his review;

– While Contour’s ShuttlePRO v2 was originally designed and optimised
for digital video production, it is capable of running with many types
of multimedia applications. Music, photo, office applications, surfing
the web and even playing games, ShuttlePRO v2 offers a whole new
experience to the way you use your computer.

‘The ShuttlePRO v2 is habit forming. Use one for a day or two and
you'll be hooked. If you're a professional editor working with audio or
video, get one. You'll be glad you
did!’

www.contourdesign.co.uk

ShuttlePRO v2
Aluminium Jog Dial
– ShuttlePRO v2 features a high quality metal Jog Dial that allows frameby-frame accuracy in your video timeline scanning. Whether you’re looking
to trim a clip, or add an important effect marker to your timeline, the Jog
Dial will respond with a comfortable click to help you find your mark. Fully
compatible with advanced applications such as Adobe Premiere Pro, or
consumer apps such as iMovie, key-frame accuracy is now possible in your
video projects.

Rubberised Shuttle Wheel
– Attempting to high-speed scan your video files is a clumsy process when
you’re relying on a mouse or keyboard. ShuttlePRO v2’s spring loaded
Shuttle Wheel is rubberised for easy grip and allows multi speed scanning
both forwards and backwards along your video timeline. Now it’s easy to find
the scene you want to edit in all of your movies, without having to search for
your keyboard shortcuts first!

Pre-programmed
– Ease of use is key to ShuttlePRO v2, and to help you easily get started,
the supporting software for Mac & PC includes pre-configured setup for
popular video editing applications such as Premiere Pro, FinalCut Pro,
iMovie, Sony Vegas, GoPro Studio, Avid Media Composer and more! Even
better, ShuttlePRO v2 will detect the application that you are using and will
switch configuration automatically, a real bonus if you’re using multiple
apps in a single project.

Highly Configurable
– Many video-editing applications require a number of key presses or mouse
clicks to allow even the most fundamental of actions, such as trimming or
splitting a clip. This wastes time and often means that you can lose focus in
your editing as you search through on screen menus. Using ShuttlePRO v2’s
15 programmable buttons you can now apply your most regularly used tools
or macros so that they are always on hand when you need them. A sticker
pack is also included to allow you to label the buttons as you wish!

Fast & Intuitive
– Using a mouse with one hand and ShuttlePRO v2 in the other, video
editing is made as simple as possible. Even when editing with consumer
applications such as Adobe Premiere Elements, having all commonly used
functions immediately to hand leads to a more professional approach and a
more enjoyable experience.

Software Features

Hardware Features

•

Pre-configured for dozens of applications - Mac and Windows

•

Fifteen fully programmable buttons on ShuttlePRO v2

•

Monitors the application you are in and automatically switches
settings

•

Super smooth jog dial for frame by frame navigation
and control

•

Multiple settings per application

•

Spring-loaded and rubberized shuttle control

•

Easily add/edit your own custom settings to make ShuttlePRO
v2 work for you

•

Drivers are available for the most recent Mac OS X  
and Windows operating systems.

•

Apply macro settings in advanced applications such as
Photoshop and Premiere Pro.

•

Comfortable, ergonomic shape and design
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